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ABSTRACT

Let’s gibber...
GREAT APES NFT is a UNIQUE approach to how we interact with our ON-CHAIN
assets and digital collectibles. GREAT APES NFT encompasses all these features but not
limited to digital collectibles, an ADVENTURY in-game asset in form of NFTs and an
EXPLORABLE virtual world within the SOLANA METAVERSE. GREAT APES NFT in its
inimitability is backed by an INTEGRATED metaverse where you can explore, interact, own,
create, battle and earn. In this fictious world holders can network the COMMUNITY of Apes
and relate in a metaverse of storylines and get Play-to-Earn (P2E) rewards.
GREAT APES NFT will feature a multifaceted in-game protocol where users can game
in an APE COLONY through the Ape storm, breed, battle and earn reward while interacting
with other Ape Avatars in an exclusive metaverse. In GREAT APES NFT you can explore a
new world of on-chain assets playing games and contributing in saving the Ape Colonies.
Our sole aim is to bring people together while rewarding them as they take advantage of the
power of decentralisation and a combination of Proof-of-Stake and (POS) and Proof-ofHistory (POH) ownership that blockchain technology brings. You Play-to-earn (P2E),
‘Explore-to-Gain’ (E2G) and take advantage of a rare virtual world.
GREAT APES NFT has 10,000 Artworks which will FEATURE in our game. Players will
be rewarded for their time and commitment to the game while exploring their unique
avatar. DISTINCTIVE objectives will be assigned to users while they focus in the engaging
battle of Apes for survival and greatness.
In that regards GREAT APES NFT will inhabit the Solana blockchain as to enjoy its
speed, security and censorship resistance while you make the best of a fascinating and
rewarding P2E experience. Players using their unique avatar can launch battle tournaments,
grow their leader board, create their own Ape storyline and breed a clan of MYTHOLOGICAL
and LEGENDARY Ape Community.
With a reputable, innovative and inquisitive team and a concise but achievable
roadmap GREAT APES NFT will build a unified and sensational universe for you to explore.
With the highest utility of 10,000 artworks and a team commitment we are keen to develop
the highest quality NFT gaming experience that will stand out in the Solana ecosystem.
GREAT APES NFT is an engaging, involving and engrossing community you can explore with
friends while you get rewarded for your dedication and staunchness.
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INTRODUCTION TO GREAT APES NFT

A social unit…
GREAT APES NFT are settler on the Solana blockchain. Their antique
documentation tells a story of their voyage after a horrible storm engulfed their peaceful
community in an erstwhile ecosystem; the Laynx village. In a scroll exhumed from Adroph,
the Apes God tomb by Basquait, an artist in the cave of Manhattan Lower East side was
buried the story of GREAT APES. Adroph knotted the scroll in his decomposed right hand
with the caption; Great Apes inscribed from the cooling of a hot gold larva.
‘In time and space lived a community of Apes… a colony bond in unity and harmony,
forging an ecosystem melted by the heat of flames in echoes of their voice and quest for
oneness and longevity’ It read. Basquait knew he had to paste the words of Adroph in a
virtual world but then he continued.
‘Then, came a storm; in a blink. The long respected and upheld community of Apes
became history and now with a new responsibility to explore, survive, live or extinct. An Ape
clan swam the storm escaping the despicable hands of thunderstorms and the dreadful sight
of lightening into a new ecosystem; the Solana ecosystem’.
‘With numerous other existing clans, unfamiliar values, roadmaps, culture, vision and
mission statement the battleline was drawn and the combatants were girded in an arena
tournament. A fierce gazing crowd held up in a tantrum with no retreat. The only message
each gaze sent was live or die. This Ape clan held up above water level started a new visiondriven and goal-oriented roadmap, outsmarting existing projects (clans) with its team
strength, with a bundle of uncracked utility and an edifice of posterity, promoted and
backed by other individuals from every clan and neighbouring communities conquered and
rose to become GREAT APES in the Solana blockchain with the largest community there
have ever been’.
Basquait since his discovery of the scroll of Great Apes has been inquisitive in his
artistic work on the answers to the reason for the first attack on the Apes ecosystem? Who
attacked the Ape planet? Who is Adroph? How did this Apes survive the thunderstorm and
lightening in their colonies? What other creatures existed in their new ecosystem? How
could they have subdued an existing community to become Great Apes?
GREAT APE NFT is a virtual collection of the experience of the Ape clans who
survived the storm that disunited them. An in-game protocol that drives one through the
adventure of the Ape clan with a Play-to-Earn (P2E) reward. GREAT APES NFT gives you a
decentralized platform to own this ape avatar, interact with other players and create
answers to Basquait’s questions. You can now start your own journey telling your story as
you escape the thunder and lightening and other challenges. Find your way to the top with
your team of Apes as you become the next GREAT APES of the Solana blockchain. Do you
want to wear the crown and top the rank in the leader board start by owning an Ape avatar
as you drive your way to glory? See you at the top.

NFT ECONOMICS
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Wealth in the adventure…
GREAT APES supply will be 10,000 Apes with each Ape having its own unique metadata in
the Ape colony. These Apes will be classified with reference to their traits. As your Ape
completes a mission a new level is unlocked with rewards. All Apes will be categorized as
follows;
a) DENIZENS STAGE
With 60% risk of surviving in a crowd of Apes you will start a journey exploring your new
Great Apes metaverse. Interactions here are mutual and accommodating as you explore you
claim rewards for the latter days.
b) SURVIVAL STAGE
30% danger of surviving sweeps in as the serene Ape colony is indisputably attacked by an
unwavering storm sweeping away all claimed rewards as you fight to stay alive throwing in
every effort to survive. This stage is a stage where the bravery of Apes avatars is tested. A
challenge to live or die. Can you make it to next stage? Let’s find out?
c) ADVENTURE STAGE
As you are now 10% ready to gamble your way to the end through thorns of intricacies.
While building your wit and muscles for the Arena tournament. Can you compete with 9,999
APE SURVIVORS to become the Ape God?
d) ARENA STAGE
Wounded Apes with faces projecting stories of toils, exertions, adversities and quest to
conquer, you have no chance of becoming the next Ape God with your Ape clan; Great Apes
in the Solana blockchain. Can you tape the roots and fabrics of this metaverse to be valued,
rewarded and ranked above every other Ape? Or will you be defeated to start a new
journey giving up everything you have laboured for?
e) APE GOD
If you got this far… It means you were able to unlock all the mysteries, turmoil, vicissitudes,
turbulence and hurly-burly in the Ape Clan and now you will be crowned Ape God. You are
valued above every other Apes in every clan and communities. You will have access to the
Ape ammunition store and meet with other Ape Gods to interact.
GREAT APES is a Play-to-Earn (P2E) adventure that is so engaging and endearing one
that rewards the gamer for their time and commitment. All Apes has equal strata in the
Denizen’s stage but as one progresses you unlock new high valued Ape avatar. GREAT APES
NFT is featured to be tradable in other secondary platforms but can be purchased in GREAT
APES NFT collections. Categorically, we are creating a metaverse where you have fun while
earning.
Gamers can mint their own Ape Avatars, assign features to them, possess ammunitions, skip stages
to the Arena tournament within GREAT APE NFT Game Ecosystem. Let’s play. As a decentralized
platform you are not obliged to actions but you flow in an ecosystem; GREAT APES NFT.

TOKENOMICS
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Allocated value…

GREAT APES NFT

10%

10%

Donation to Great Apes Conservation
Centers Globally

15%

$GAN Token and Development of P2E
Game

40%
25%

Holder's Competition and Rewards
Artists and Marketing
Community Animted Cartoon Series
Development

With the highest UTILITY of 10,000 successfully minted NFTs in the best blockchain; The
Solana blockchain. Holder are rest assured that these factors above will impact the demand
and supply of our project. We are building with great foundation one of the greatest NFTs in
the Solana blockchain with keen attention to progression and posterity.

COMMUNITY ROAD MAP
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Boulevard of Apes…

JANUARY 2022
-

Launched 10,000 Great Apes at 1.5 Sol Mint Price

Q1 2022
-

After 100% Mint, 10% will be donated to Great Apes Conservation Centres
Globally.

-

Create $GAN token and develop a Play-to-Earn (P2E) Game, then fund pool with
40% for holders from mint.

-

Implement staking for $GAN token.

Q2 2022
-

Organize Giveaways, Holders Competitions with 25% from mint.

-

Promote GREAT APES NFT and $GAN Token with 15% allocation to artists and
marketing team.

Q3 2022
-

Allocation of 10% for community animated cartoon series development. GREAT
APES NFT will also have writers from the community win for any perfect script they
summit in line with each series created.

-

Hold meet-ups with holders on Solana Metaverse.

Q4 2022
-

Staking

-

Lending/Borrowing

COMMUNITY REWARD
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Feed Great Apes community…
Hence opportunities to Earn in GREAT APES NFT currently includes;
➢ Owning GREAT APES NFT
Users will have access to own tradeable and value-based NFT assets. These assets are also
tradeable in other secondary platforms and will be used to participate in GREAT APES game
upon launch. With limited 10,000 available unique artworks minted in the Solana blockchain
early holders will enjoy NFT royalties and high value on-sales.

➢ In-Game Reward
Upon launch a community of Great Apes NFT owners will have access to participate in an
Ape Adventure Combat that will feature stages through Denizens to Ape Gods. Gamers will
earn rewards for participating and also for unlocking new stages in the adventure etc.

➢ Donation to Great Apes Conservation Centres Globally
10% from mint will be donated to Great Apes Conservation centres worldwide. This will
help boost artistically and in worth Great Apes NFT project globally while promoting
GREAT APES NFT community. Donations will be conservatively based that is all
donations will be effective for not only funding but promotion of aesthetics. Recipients
are obliged to protect Great Apes Reserve to avoid extinction. Great Apes Reserve is a
concept in GREAT APES GAME that selling a conserved Ape is a murderous act and holds
a verdict of capital punishment with option to bail; only Ape Gods in the game falls into
this category of Apes (this will be explained properly in GREAT APES REVOLUTION).

➢ Giveaways and Holders Competitions
With 25% allocation for community giveaways and holders reward, GREAT APES NFT
will whitelist a limited number of our community who will gain from this allocation.
Rewards nonetheless, must be based on community decision as our community is
absolutely our most valued asset.
Upon collection of data from our community suggestions, opinion polls and conclusions
from the team an official announcement will be published on the description and
requirement for participating in the reward. Holders of the GR EAT APES NFT will have
99% chances of participating and claiming this reward.
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➢ Community Animated Cartoon Series Development

GREAT APES NFT will feature an animated Cartoon development series in the penultimate
quarter of the year 2022. An allocated 10% from mint will be rewarded to participants for
contributions to this effect. This allocation will be on 50:50 ratio as the latter ratio will be
rewarded for writer’s submission.

➢ Writer’s Reward
Cartoon Animators with their unique virtual representation of animated artworks will be
merged with matchless write-ups from writers globally to give detailed explanation and
exposition of these series. All approved submission will share the allocated rewards and will
be featured in GREAT APES GAME subtitle.

➢ Inclusive Community Metaverse Experience
GREAT APES NFT will host the largest community Apes meet up in the Solana blockchain in
2022. GREAT APES NFT holders and gamers will hold a convention to flaunt their artworks,
achievements, interact, and contribute to the community develop through donations.
During this meet up all Ape Gods will be crowned.

➢ Staking Pool
Stake your Ape Gods NFT to farm $GAN token. The volume of staked Ape Gods NFT will
determine rewards. However, a minimum of seven (7) GREAT APES NFT shall qualify one for
staking where seven (7) GREAT APES NFT is equivalent to one APE GODS NFT. Daily pay-out
can be harvested and no lockup periods for redeeming staked assets. More details on
staking will be published in a latter version of this whitepaper.

➢ Lending/Borrowing
A collateral free in-game lending/borrowing protocol will be activated in GREAT APES NFT
Ammunition Store for Gamers to interact properly while they play. Thus, one can auction an
item for rent, loan or borrow in the cause of the game. Lending/Borrowing policy shall
apply and will be detailed before Game launch.
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APE COLONY OVERVIEW (GAMING)

Don’t miss out…
The Ape colonies will be GREAT APES NFT game it is an adventure, entertaining and
Play-to-Earn (P2E) game. All community members will have access to the game and to play
one must have a Solana wallet such as Phantom with a minimum of one (1) GREAT APES
NFT.
Gamers are allowed to pay 3 SOL to create their own Ape Avatar to participate in the APE
COLONY game. This will be a customized version of the Ape NFT and will be specific to users
who opt in for them.
Nevertheless, Custom Apes must play to the game rules, participate in stages and earn
equal reward. The Ape Colony will feature an ammunition store where Apes will purchase
Paid-War-Ammunition (PWA) to gain added advantage during difficult tasks. The Ape Colony
will be a virtual warfare and interactions in this game world will be audio enhanced. Other
features will be added in the game description proper before and/or after launch.
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APE STORM

The Nightmare…
The Ape Storm is a jungle metaverse; in a forest filled with thick trees, plants and other
animals. The only word that describes this ecosystem better is DANGER. You could die
taking a walk or taking a nap… the wildlife wrote their will in their teen as aging was never
promised. Death is a non-fiction… you are a prey for anyone you want to prey on. The
tropical trees housed the birds and the chirping crickets are the voice of the night maybe
other animals enjoyed their rhythmical sounds after sunset. Apes lived in the mountain top
in their clusters beating their chests daily as a sign of freedom. This is the Denizen stage.
Players are rewarded for risking the serene mountains to hunt. The scarier the beast
defeated the higher the points and reward earned. Gamers will join globally to participate in
this stage, in the Ape Colony once you complete a task you are promoted to the next stage
leaving other Apes behind.
As you unlock the Survival stage, wind rushes across the thick forest exposing every
hideout, cold chill grips every flesh tearing up jaws then drops of water patter the dry lands,
wailing birds headed South. The eyes of the sky shined, welcoming the rumbling thunder. In
split seconds the jungle is swallowed by flood; one headed with no direction separating
families, clans, relationships, smashing heads against rocks and trees.
A new task is unlocked… to survive or die. In this stage you can swim your way to the dry
land, drown or die. The ammunition store can provide you with what to survive with using
your claimed reward or purchasing a new item, even a boat.
Imagine being in the middle of the ocean with no basic knowledge of swimming and you
must survive? Complete this task and unlock new reward in the primitive Ape Colony.
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THE APE ADVENTURE

Coerced change…
Surviving the storm, you land in a new ecosystem; the Solana blockchain. Tall structures
replaced tall trees, objects moved faster on a rock than the ostriches horning at the green
and red lighting that never ended while another bigger than the bird made humming sounds
as they flew in the sky. The lousiness here became scarier. You are challenged with a
responsibility to acclimatize with your new blockchain and fit in then, create a relevance,
complete task and earn reward as you prepare for the journey ahead.
You can earn above 10,000 Sol in this stage to prepare for the Arena blood bucket
tournament. Your task here will be revealed as the suspense unfolds. This is the adventure
stage.

X-APE COMBAT
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Knockout...
Thrown in the Arena Tournament to compete with Apes with different stories all bending
their fist with an eye on the crown; do you have all it takes to survive? Are you girded with
the right arsenal to knock out your opponents? Unlike your primitive ecosystem, here you
do not need a silverback beating of the chest to devour an opponent. You are no longer
omnivorous? Can your prowess win? Can you challenge a brother in your primitive clan to a
fight?
The Arena Tournament rule are simplified pointing to one rule; do all it takes to survive?
This level is the end of the road for some Apes but a new beginning for others. There’s only
one winner. The X-Ape Combat will feature;
Clinch fighting,
Throws.
Takedowns,
Joint locks,
The Silverback chest beating,
Gibber,
Pins,
Chokehold,
Headlock,
Compression Lock,
Submission and other tactical grappling hold.
It is a devil-warfare. The Arena Tournament is scheduled for three (3) knockout rounds;
❖ Planet of Apes,
❖ Kasakela Belligerents,
❖ Monster.
Planet of Apes will host eight (8) X-Ape Combatants in a ring blood-drenched fight only four
winners will qualify for the next round. Players will earn rewards from achievements and
victories in this round.
Kasakela Belligerents a crueller and more ruthless round, with a clearer view of the crown
the combatant’s fists become fiercer. Silverback shoulders are raised as they are ready to
give in all they have to activate their monster mood. Four (4) bloodcurdling looking beasts
ready to tear their skin for victory, can you withstand the shock of losing everything as you
have gotten this far.
Monster Congratulations! Now all you must do is fight to survive. Be cruel! Be smart! Be
primitive! Visit the ammunition store! Be a cannibal! Can you wear the crown? All there is, is
a winner. A crown awaits you in the Community Metaverse Experience. Only the crowned
Ape will become the God of all Apes! Let’s gibber!

CROWN THE APE
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Grand finale…
Congratulations! You have unlocked the Ape God avatar and will enjoy all the privileges of
an Ape God which includes;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Purchase land to train Apes to compete in the Arena Tournament,
Purchase Shops to display and sell war ammunitions,
Become a personal coach to Apes,
Build Arena for tournament,
Trigger storm in the Survival Stage,
Host/Sponsor Arena Tournament,
Bet on combatants in the Arena Tournament,
Purchase empty lands to set up jungles and prey on Apes,
Own and rent houses and cars in the Adventure Stage,
Get jobs to work as referee, commentator, store keeper and other key role jobs in
the Ape Colony,
✓ Get whitelisted for the $GAN token presale,
✓ Earn an invitation to participate in the Community Metaverse Experience,
✓ Claim a Crowned Ape God Avatar.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE APE COLONY ECONOMY
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…Profit and loss.
The Ape Colony economy will be defined as an analytical view of the pro forma income
statement of players reward in the Ape colony game. In this section we will breakdown;
o
o
o
o

Player Asset Requirement (PAR);
Player Financing Requirement (PFR);
Player Cash Flows (PCF);
Great Apes Pro Forma Statement of Cash Flows.

Player Asset Requirement (PAR)
Assets increases the chances of participation and soaring high in the Ape Colony Leader
board as the game progresses. A gamer is required to have a minimum of one (1) GREAT
APES NFT to qualify for the P2E game. Asset ownership will be based on the in-gamepurchase method hence players are allowed access to the ammunition store. Items can be
purchased with Sol however as gamers unlock rewards, they earn free tools which can be
resold as the game progresses. The fluctuation in price of items is determined by the
urgency of such item. For instance, if a sword is sold at 1 Sol and a sword will determine the
survival or death of a combatants the cost of sword may sky-rocket with regards to law of
demand-and-supply.
APE GODS are extraordinary beings in the Ape Colony, they are regarded as GREAT APES
and are eligible to acquire assets with their rewards and funds. All Gamers however are
eligible to staking and lending/borrowing of NFTs.
Hence; PAR = Minimum cost of participation multiplied by (×) Residual in-game
purchases.

Player Financing Requirement (PFR)
The PFR principle will be defined as follows;
Total asset = Total Sources of Financing = Loans + Gamers’ Investment + Retained Earning
Gamers can finance their game experience with their Total Asset; a summation of their loan
(borrowed NFTs which could be ammunition/items), investment (Purchased items) and
rewards (earnings from in-game rewards).
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Player Cash Flows
The Player Cash Flows will be defined strictly as liquidity thus the available purchasing
power of a gamer will be considered as Player’s Cash Flow. This is also a difference of inflow and out-flow in the cause of the player’s Ape Colony Session.
Thus, a player’s staked NFT may not be considered a cash flow. For instance, if a gamer has
staked his armour and there is need to use them with reference to the staking Terms and
Conditions (T&Cs) such will be unavailable for use until they are redeemed.

Great Apes NFT Pro Forma Statement of Cash Flows
GREAT APES Pro Forma statement of Cash flows will serve as rewards allocated for every
completed task in the Ape Colony Game.
All gamers will be allocated rewards with reference to the fierceness of task. All rewards are
claimable and can be used in the cause of the game. The reward packs are tradable. Thus,
GREAT APES NFT will not be the only ones to provide liquidity for gamers as one progresses
one can advertise claimed rewards for sale. A clearer view will be detailed before Game
Launch.
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AMMUNITION STORE

Load the bullet…
As you transit, you are required to gird yourself for what comes ahead of you. Items stored
here (ammunition store) are accessed or owned by gamers with restriction from explosives
and missiles; only an Ape God can possess explosives and must be used only when needed
to make life miserable for gamers as the stages unfold.
However, in the Arena Tournament gamers are not allowed to possess guns or explosives as
the Arena Tournament is strictly a wrestle fight. All gamers can purchase items with regards
to stage requirements and with recommendations.
As you unlock a stage a recommendation of arms you will need for that level is suggested
and you can purchase them or skip to continue. However, without these arms you can
defeat the combat though it may be more difficult with regards to what your opponent
possesses in their Ammunition pack.
As you progress you can unlock items or get gifted for herculean tasks completed. In that
regards you can use or sell them. Ammunitions auctioned for sale by a gamer will be
retracted from the owner and displayed in the ammunition store for bidding. Gamers who
get to a level and wish to sell their Ape Avatar can advertise them in the ammunition store.
The ammunition store will be considered GREAT APES NFT marketplace.
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GREAT APES REVOLUTION

Evolution of the Ape God clan…
As more Ape Gods revolves the quest for supremacy increases. The diversity and
subjugation of the lesser clan evolves. The stratification in the Ape colony becomes heated
and the wield of power floods above shoulder level. Misunderstanding evolves everyone
wears the crown and the policies here speaks only freedom. Anarchy creeps in as Ape Gods
becomes a threat to the lives of the primitive Ape colony and their likes (Ape Gods).
What can be done to address this? This will introduce the Version 2 of Ape Colony Game.
Thus, what do the future hold when thousand of Apes wears the crown as Ape Gods?

GREAT APES CLAN; THE FUTURE
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To be continued…
Expected Features will include;
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

APE COLONY LAW COURT
GREAT APES RESERVE
APE ACADEMY
APE COLONY OCCUPATION/JOB
GREAT APES NFT MARKETPLACE
APE COLONY REAL ESTATE
APE COLONY CIVIL WAR
BASQUAIT AESTHETIC METAVERSE (a virtual collection of Ape Colony Civil War)
GREAT APES NFT WHITEPAPER II
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THE CORE MEMBERS

Our team is born from creating an awareness to the United Nation’s Universal Declaration
on Animal Welfare (UDAW), 1966, the United Kingdom’s Cruelty to Animal Act, 1835, the
United States of America’s Animal Welfare Act (AWA), and other laws in history and existing
laws which protects the rights of Animals.
We have projected and proposed 10% of this project must be donated for the conservation
of Apes and other wildlife conservation centres. Great Apes NFT Game creates an awareness
in the bid against the tragic extinction of wildlife (Apes). Gamers are punished who sell Ape
Gods; this is a theory purported by our team that, ‘no matter how valuable any animal is the
exchange for its value is not money or extinction’.
GREAT APES NFT Territory is conserved in hierarchy by this team;

$GAN GENERAL MIKE
Full Stack & Blockchain Developer

$GAN COLONEL HEZE
Project Manager

$GAN CAPTAIN FORT
Community Manager

$GAN LIEUTENANT COLONEL REHO
Crypto/NFT Analyst

$GAN LIEUTENANT ASTA
Lead Artist

$GAN SERGENT VYKON
Lead Writer

$GAN CORPORAL TAM
Crypto/NFT Analyst
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PARTNERS: GROWTH AND PROJECTION

SOLANA
Solana is the fastest blockchain in the world and the fastest growing ecosystem in
cryptocurrency, with over 400 projects spanning DeFi, NFTs, Web3 and more. It has one of
the largest engaging community due to its scalability, low cost, speed, security, censorship
resistance and decentralized blockchain. Solana allows for experience as a validator (server
program, delegation, or staking) and developer. GREAT APES NFT have a mutual (direct)
partnership with Solana blockchain and its ecosystem as we tend to promote the vision of
the Solana ecosystem.

PARTNERS: SECONDARY MARKETPLACES
MAGICEDEN.IO
With more than 50% market share, Magic Eden has become the leading NFT marketplace of
Solana. Launched in September 2021, the marketplace is already rooted on solid rocks
surpassing $200 million in transaction volume. It is unquestionably a masterclass NFT
marketplace and holds a unique sector focused on providing project support from infancy to
growth level. A rarity index, bidding and launchpad makes it easy-to-access.
Indeed, it is the NFT marketplace Solana deserves, smooth as silk and fast as Solana. Cheap
to interact with and very reliable. GREAT APES NFT vision is clear in the MAGICEDEN
achievements and thus the partnership. MAGIC EDEN is GREAT APES NFT custom
marketplace and is suitable for our goal.

Other Secondary Marketplace

ALPHA ART
Alpha art is the revolutionary NFT marketplace currently allowing users to buy/sell Solana
based NFTs without any listing fees. Connect your wallet directly within the platform to own
your GREAT APES NFT.
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SOLANART
This is the first fully-fledged NFT marketplace on Solana network that allows anyone to
acquire or sell Solana-based NFTs. GREAT APES NFT will give users access to connect to
Solanart marketplace as to mint or launch their NFTs.

DIGITAL EYES
Digital Eyes is safe, secured and Solana-based. A good market for quick, easy and rocket sell for
GREAT APES NFTs.

FTX US
The FTX US NFT marketplace will support the trading of the Solana-based GREAT APES NFT.

PARTNERS: ADVERTISEMENT AND MARKETING
COINDESK
The World largest, engaging, verified channel for information on cryptocurrency, digital assets and
promotions. Stay informed on the latest NFT, Fungible Token and gaming update from GREAT APES
NFT.

COINMARKETCAP
The World’s most-referenced price-tracking website for crypto assets in the rapidly growing
cryptocurrency space. With only 600 listed top NFTs, GREAT APES will compete with other NFTs to
become one of the top most NFTs in Coinmarketcap.

NFTPLAZAS
An NFT news website for all daily NFT news. GREAT APES NFT will partner with NFTplazas for media
publications and dissemination of vital news.
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PARTNERS: COMMUNITY AND MEDIA

COINTELEGRAPH
Cointelegraph is the leading independent digital media resource covering a wide range of news on
blockchain technology, crypto assets and emerging fintech trends. With over 1.5 million twitter
community and over 19 posts per week Cointelegraph will be a great bait to reach out to our
community and grow our audience.
AXIE INFINITY SINGAPORE
A top P2E community in Singapore. AIS is partnering with GREAT APES NFT to grow its global
community of P2E users and to invest in GREAT APES Gaming ecosystem.

BLOCKCHAIN NEWS
Blockchain news is a contemporary blockchain newsletter for unseasoned crypto news, interviews
and price analysis. We will promote GREAT APES NFT on this certified platform.

THE COIN TIMES
Dishes the latest updates about cryptocurrency, NFT, Meme Tokens, DeFi, News, Interviews, Latest
Events, Tech Updates and Price Analysis.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)

Q1. What is a Non-Fungible Token?
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), are unique cryptographic assets on a blockchain with specific
identification codes and metadata that distinguishes them from each other. They represent data
that is specifically stored or accounted for in a digital ledger. These cryptographic assets could be in
form of music, a piece of art, an album, or other digital files.

Q2. What is GREAT APES NFT?
GREAT APES NFT is a non-fungible token (NFT) collection on the Solana blockchain. A project
inspired by the Animal Rights and represented in the story of the Ape Colony Jungle. A Play-to-Earn
game to reward gamers. With a total of 10,000 utility (minted) GREAT APES NFT has one of the
highest utilities in the Solana blockchain. GREAT APES NFT project is not just an NFT, it is an act to
reward humanity, bring posterity to Wild Life Conservation Rights and promote the aesthetics of
digital world.

Q3. How can I own a GREAT APES NFT?
GREAT APES NFT can be minted via the official website here or from the secondary marketplace
after initial launch.

Q4. What is Mint price of GREAT APES NFT?
The Mint Price of shall be/is 1.5 SOL.

Q5. How many GREAT APES NFT collections exists?
Great Apes NFT is a collection of 10,000 unique digital collectibles with more than 200+ hand drawn
traits.

Q6. Who can compete in GREAT APES NFT Game (APE COLONY)?

The Ape colonies will be GREAT APES NFT game it is an adventure, entertaining and a Play to
Earn (P2E) game. All community members will have access to the game and to play one
must have a Solana wallet such as Phantom with a minimum of one (1) GREAT APES NFT.
Gamers are allowed to pay 3 Sol to create their own Ape Avatar to participate in the
APE COLONY game.

Q7. How can I access my GREAT APES NFT?
We recommend the Phantom wallet or any other Solana wallet in the webpage Wallet Dropdown
Menu.
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Q8. If I lose in a stage in the APE COLONY (GREAT APES NFT Game), do I lose all my assets?
No, you only lose a stipulated amount of your asset with regards to the current stage task and
achievement. You are programmed to repeat a stage if the outcome is defeat.

Q9. What is the penalty for selling my Ape God?

You are charged for violating the Law of Great Apes Reserve. Great Apes Reserve is a
concept in GREAT APES GAME that selling a conserved Ape is a murderous act and holds a
verdict of capital punishment with option to bail; only Ape Gods in the game falls into this
category of Apes. You will appear in Great Apes Law Court (Coming Soon) for proper
judgement and serve your due penalties if found guilty as charged.

Q10. Do custom Apes have the same uniqueness as GREAT APES NFT?
There will only be 10,000 unique GREAT APES NFT nevertheless each NFTs will be unique from the
next. A custom Ape (NFT) will enjoy every right any other GREAT APES NFT enjoys.

Q11. How do I customize my own Ape to compete in the Ape Colony (GREAT APES NFT Game)?
In the Webpage >> Select Create APE NFT >> Proceed to Connect Wallet >> Mint Your Ape NFT with
Mortality Fee of 3 SOL >> Proceed to include your Ape Avatar in the Ape Colony (Detail of supported
file format will be specified during mint) OR Mint already existing custom APE AVATAR giving them
life by paying Mortality Fee of 3 SOL. (More detail in before Game Launch).

Q12. Who has access to the ammunition store?
Every Gamer has access to the ammunition store for purchases, nevertheless only Ape Gods can own
or work an Ammunition Store.

Q13. Can Ammunitions be purchased before Game launch?
Yes, ammunitions will be sampled for sale and can be purchased before game launch. Limited
ammunitions will be sold.
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CONCLUSION

GREAT APES NFT is born to protect the Wildlife Conservation Rights and denote that the Animal
Kingdom exists and humans can interact with them without making them extinct. It is a metaverse
P2E game for our unique community to interact with themselves representing Ape Avatars in the
metaverse.
With 10,000 Virtual Ape collectibles and over 200 hand drawn traits that will be represent in GREAT
APES NFT game, our community will be rewarded for their committed participation.

